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Whats up Man

Teiko here...

Thanks for downloading your FREE copy of the Mass Construction diet. 

I look forward to sharing the cutting edge muscle building info contained in this 
FREE manual, with you

But

Before we get into the nuts and bolts of the Mass Construction Diet, I want to be 
perfectly honest 

I am by no means a nutrition expert

Truth is... I am a just guy like you, who has tried everything to pack on muscle with 
little to no luck.

Hold on... let me clarify that statement

I don’t mean to insinuate I’ve never put on any muscle... I just mean that every time 
I’ve tried to put on a significant amount of muscle using the “so-called bulking diets” 
in the magazines...It’s led to unwanted results. 

I always ended up gaining mounds and mounds of ugly body fat, I don’t know about 
you...

But I’d rather opt for a diet which allows me to put on muscle without getting fat.

This is why I felt compelled to look for a better way

And despite the fact I am no nutrition expert... I have been lucky enough to surround 
myself with people much smarter on the topic 

Some may call it luck but I think sheer tenacity and a willingness to try anything 
under the sun, have helped me find a better way

In the next few minutes I am going to share this way with you with you

I’ve called it the Mass Construction Diet and it’s helped me and countless other guys 
get bigger and stronger in as little as 4 weeks

The entire diet is a based around the principle of eating high quality nutrients 
throughout the day, with modifications made to whats eaten before and after training
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The end goal of the Mass Construction Diet is to create the optimal situation where 
you can build muscle without gaining tons of nasty body fat.

Before we get into the diet itself, I want to tell you what sets it apart

The things that sets the Mass Construction Diet apart from others is that;

1: It’s one of the few diets where you only eat clean nutritious foods

Most bulking diets have you eating whatever the hell you want in an attempt to get 
you close to a caloric marker. The problem with this approach is that it doesn’t take 
into account the hormonal fall-out which can occur when you eat certain foods.

A bulking diet high in sugar can cause dramatic spikes in insulin. When this happens  
frequently or at the wrong times of the day it can and will lead to rapid fat gain.

Who the fuck wants that?

2: The nutrients you eat during the Mass Construction Diet are a based on your 
training schedule

Traditional bulking diets generally take a shot-gun approach when it comes 
macronutrients. They never factor in the all too important post-workout feeding 
window. 

Talk about a wasted opportunity

When you make a simple tweak to the macronutrients eaten post exercise you 
create an anabolic environment where your body will shuttle most of the nutrients 
into the muscles, leading to larger, fuller muscles

As if that weren’t good enough... when you start the Mass Construction Diet you 
also limit the potential for packing on the fat by eating differently at other times of the 
day

A typical trainee who trains earlier on in the day may find themselves drinking a post 
workout shake and eating a mish-mash of foods over the day in an attempt to get as 
many calories as possible to gain mass

On the Mass Construction diet the same trainee will choose macronutrients best 
suited to gaining mass directly after training and macronutrients best suited to 
minimizing fat gained throughout the rest of the day

To illustrate this point even further lets imagine there are two brothers, Joe and Jack
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Joe trains in the early morning so he can get his workout out of the way before he 
heads to work, whereas Jack hates getting up early so he trains after work so he 
trains after work.

Joes Mass Construction diet would have him following the template below

Meal 1: Post workout shake
Meal 2: Protein and carbs
Meal 3: Protein and carbs
Meal 4: Protein and fats
Meal 5: Protein and fats
Meal 6: Protein and fats

Jack on the other hand would have a completely different daily breakdown, his Mass 
Construction day would look like this;

Meal 1: Protein and fats
Meal 2: Protein and fats
Meal 3: Protein and fats
Meal 4: Protein and carbs
Meal 5: Post workout shake
Meal 6: Protein and carbs

As you can see the differences between the structure of the diet are entirely 
dependant on when you train

As effective as this structure is... there is still one huge issue

It can be very challenging to squeeze 6 meals a day in especially when you have 
responsibilities like a job or school

One trick I’ve relied on to overcome this challenge is to substitute two of the daily 
meals with a high quality whey, casein blend. The rest of the ingredients in the 
shake are dependant on the meal timing but...

Aside from that, the rest of the diet is fairly straight forward

In regards to the workouts that should be done during the Mass Construction Diet...

There are a few programs I have found tend to give my body just the right amount of 
stimulation for muscle growth without treading into the dangerous territory of over or 
under-training
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For a more detailed explanation of these super-effective muscle building programs 
click the links below

==> The Muscle Building Fat Burning program I use <==

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

==> The Bodyweight Fat Loss Program I use <==

So there you have it

A complete breakdown of the exact diet I (and many other guys I have trained) use 
to pack on mounds of muscle without getting fat

Once you start this diet the muscle growth will come fairly quickly, when it does do 
me a favor and send me a message on Facebook.

I’d love to hear just how far you’ve come using the cutting edge info in this book

Alright man, thanks for checking this book out and till next time

I’m out

Teiko  

http://9a36drlcuklp4paio1-92954i5.hop.clickbank.net/
http://e1a22rr7rsjkcz8ofai8yxpjgm.hop.clickbank.net/

